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Type: Tool

Proper Citation

U.S. Census Bureau (RRID:SCR_011587)

Resource Information

URL: http://www.census.gov/

Proper Citation: U.S. Census Bureau (RRID:SCR_011587)

Description: Government agency responsible for the United States Census that also gathers other national demographic and economic data. As a part of the United States Department of Commerce, it serves as a leading source of data about America’s people and economy. Its most visible role is to perform the official decennial (every 10 years) count of people living in the U.S. The most important result is the reallocation of the number of seats each state is allowed in the House of Representatives, but the results also affect a range of government programs received by each state. The agency director is a political appointee selected by the President of the United States.

Abbreviations: Census Bureau

Synonyms: United States Census Bureau, US Census Bureau, Bureau of the Census

Resource Type: institution

Resource Name: U.S. Census Bureau

Resource ID: SCR_011587

Alternate IDs: nlx_151862, grid.432923.d, Crossref funder ID: 100006958, ISNI: 0000 0001 1330 7149, Wikidata: Q637413

Alternate URLs: https://ror.org/01qn7cs15

Ratings and Alerts
No rating or validation information has been found for U.S. Census Bureau.

No alerts have been found for U.S. Census Bureau.

Data and Source Information

**Source:** SciCrunch Registry

Usage and Citation Metrics

We found 514 mentions in open access literature.

**Listed below are recent publications.** The full list is available at RRID.


Aboud S, et al. (2023) High Prevalence of Sexually Transmitted and Reproductive Tract Infections (STI/RTIs) among Patients Attending STI/Outpatient Department Clinics in Tanzania. Tropical medicine and infectious disease, 8(1).


Mork D, et al. (2023) Time-lagged relationships between a decade of air pollution exposure
and first hospitalization with Alzheimer’s disease and related dementias. Environment international, 171, 107694.


